
Pack HOWA 1500 TSP-X 6.5 Creedmoor chassis + heavy bipod + scope +
case
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3417-Pack-HOWA-1500-TSP-X-6.5-Creedmoor-chassis-heavy-
bipod-scope-case

SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Twist MSRP

HOTP051 Howa Microdot Bundle C 6.5 mm Creedmoor  11  61  112.5  6670  1:8  
2575.00 € incl.

tax

HOTP050 Rifle only C 6.5 mm Creedmoor  11  61  112.5  6670  1:8  
2575.00 € incl.

tax

A complete and ready-to-use pack for the TLD and the PRS

HOWA carbine:

Short Action (Short Action SA) with heavy, free-floating 24'' barrel with 5/8x24 UNEF thread
AUDERE muzzle brake
Available in 6.5 Creedmoor caliber (no rifling 1:8)
Stock / Frame TSP-X made of 6061 T-6 aluminum with M-LOK mounting system and
adjustable cheek rest.
AR15 compatible pistol grip
Supplied with an AICS compatible 10-round magazine

21mm HOWA Picatinny Long Base
KASTELBERG heavy bipod
Comes in a HOWA case
Available In three versions depending on the bezel model:

With NIKKO STIRLING Diamond Long Range 6-24x50 Scope, 1/4 MoA, 30mm Body, Mildot
Reticle
With MICRODOT 6-24x50 FFP 1/4 MoA telescope, 30 mm body, stadia reticle

HOWA carbine:

Short Action (Short Action SA) with heavy, free-floating 24'' barrel with 5/8x24 UNEF thread
AUDERE muzzle brake
Available in 6.5 Creedmoor caliber (no rifling 1:8)
Stock / Frame TSP-X made of 6061 T-6 aluminum with M-LOK fixing system and adjustable
cheek rest.
AR15 compatible pistol grip

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3417-Pack-HOWA-1500-TSP-X-6.5-Creedmoor-chassis-heavy-bipod-scope-case
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3417-Pack-HOWA-1500-TSP-X-6.5-Creedmoor-chassis-heavy-bipod-scope-case


Supplied with an AICS compatible 10-round magazine
21mm HOWA Picatinny Long Base
KASTELBERG heavy bipod

Delivered in a PVC case, model depending on arrival

 

A bolt-action rifle dedicated to long-range shooting. The quality of its action and its gun, allows to obtain an
incredible precision and excellent target groupings.

Its configuration makes it totally adapted to the new discipline of precision shooting: the PRS (Precision
Rifle Series)

The TSPX Chassis brings a tactical and clean design to the whole. Its aeronautical aluminum design brings
both significant rigidity to the assembly, for stable shots, but also lightness for more dynamic shots.

Its stock length is adjustable by means of a stock spacer and the cheek rest is also adjustable, in order to adapt
to the morphology of each one as well as a different shooting positions (lying down, sitting, on support)

Its heavy KASTELBERG bipod provides great shooting stability regardless of the terrain.

Non contractual photo. The bezel changes depending on the option chosen.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


